Radial Frequency (RF) patterns can be used to study the processing of familiar shapes, e.g. triangles and squares. Opinion is divided over whether the mechanisms that detect these shapes integrate local orientation and position information directly, or whether local orientations and positions are first combined to represent extended features, such as curves, and that it is local curvatures that the shape mechanism integrates. The latter view incorporates an intermediate processing stage, the former does not. To differentiate between these hypotheses we studied the processing of micro-patch sampled RF patterns as a function of the luminance polarity of successive elements on the contour path. Our first study measures shape after effects involving suprathreshold amplitude RF shapes and shows that alternating the luminance polarity of successive micro-patch elements disrupts adaptation of the global shape. Our second study shows that polarity alternations also disrupt sensitivity to threshold-amplitude RF patterns. These results suggest that neighbouring points of the contour shape are integrated into extended features by a polarity selective mechanism, prior to global shape processing, consistent with the view that for both threshold amplitude and suprathreshold amplitude patterns, global processing of RF shapes involves an intermediate stage of processing.
Introduction
The detection and recognition of objects is critical to vision and the visual coding of shape is an important part of this process. It is widely acknowledged that the human visual system contains specialised shape detectors (Hayworth & Biederman, 2006; Kourtzi & Kanwisher, 2001; Lerner, Hendler, Ben-Bashat, Harel, & Malach, 2001; Wilkinson et al., 2000) . In order to encode the outline shape of an object a mechanism must spatially integrate information from various points along the outline. The aim of this study is to determine whether this mechanism directly integrates local position and/or orientation information along the contour, or whether there is an intermediate stage, or stages, in which neighbouring orientations and/or positions are first pooled to represent curves, which are then integrated to represent the whole shape, as suggested in some recent models of global shape coding (Poirier & Wilson, 2006 .
Traditionally, line drawings of objects have been used to determine which parts of a contour outline are important for representing shape, and points deviating from a straight line have been deemed the most important (Attneave, 1954; Biederman, 1987; De Winter & Wagemans, 2006; Hoffman & Richards, 1984; Hoffman & Singh, 1997; Koenderink & van Doorn, 1982) . In order to understand how the visual system encodes points of deviation it would seem prudent to use stimuli that allow the local features of a shape to be parametrically varied. For this reason, several researchers have employed Radial Frequency or, RF patterns to study holistic shape processing (Bell, Wilkinson, Wilson, Loffler, & Badcock, 2009; Hess, Achtman, & Wang, 2001; Jeffrey, Wang, & Birch, 2002; Kurki, Saarinen, & Hyvarinen, 2009; Mullen & Beaudot, 2002; Wilkinson, Wilson, & Habak, 1998) . RF patterns are created by sinusoidally modulating the radius of a circle (see Fig. 1 ) and their design affords precise control of the information at each point on the contour as well as the overall shape. The number of full cycles of modulation per 2p radians is the RF number, and by changing this number the pattern assumes simple shapes such as triangles (RF3), squares (RF4) and pentagons (RF5). Changing the phase of the modulation varies the orientation of the shape, e.g. a square or diamond. By summing different RF modulations with particular phases and modulation amplitudes, RF patterns can also be used to study more complex object shapes such as fruit and human body parts (Loffler, 2008; Poirier & Wilson, 2010; Wilkinson, Shahjahan, & Wilson, 2007; Wilson & Wilkinson, 2002; Wilson, Wilkinson, Lin, & Castillo, 2000) .
Studies measuring the detection of RF shapes, namely the threshold amplitude for discriminating an RF pattern from a circle, have for the most part shown that information is integrated around the whole contour Dakin, 1999; Jeffrey et al., 2002; Loffler, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2003; Wilkinson et al., 1998) ; although see Mullen, Beaudot, and Ivanov (2011) . While the argument that RF detection involves wholeshape encoding is generally agreed upon, there is disagreement as to which local features are integrated. Three features are potentially available: (a) local orientations, which are maximally different at the zero-crossings of the modulation function; (b) local positions, which are maximally different at the peaks and troughs of the function, and (c) curvatures, which vary in both magnitude and sign around the shape. Curvature can be considered a higher order feature in that it is computed from the combination of local orientations and/or positions along the contour (Bell, Badcock, Wilson, & Wilkinson, 2007; Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2009; Hancock & Peirce, 2008; Poirier & Wilson, 2006 .
Some researchers have argued that for RF detection, neighbouring orientation and position signals are first integrated to encode local curves, and then the curves are integrated to encode the RF shape (Bell, Dickinson, & Badcock, 2008; Bell & Kingdom, 2009; Habak, Wilkinson, & Wilson, 2006; Habak, Wilkinson, Zakher, & Wilson, 2004; Poirier & Wilson, 2006 Wilkinson et al., 1998) . Although this view is consistent with some neurophysiological models of shape representation (Carlson, Rasquinha, Zhang, & Connor, 2011; Connor, 2004; Muller, Wilke, & Leopold, 2009; Pasupathy & Connor, 2002; Yamane, Carlson, Bowman, Wang, & Connor, 2008) , there is little direct evidence that curvature constitutes an intermediate feature in RF detection. Indeed, other researchers have argued that local orientations and positions are directly integrated for detecting RF shapes (Hess et al., 1999; Jeffrey et al., 2002; Mullen & Beaudot, 2002; Wang & Hess, 2005) .
What type of local feature information is involved in the representation of suprathreshold RF shapes? No studies have directly addressed this question, despite the fact that in order to accurately represent simple shapes such as triangles and squares, or complex shapes such as fruit and head shapes, RF patterns must be presented at suprathreshold amplitudes (Bell & Kingdom, 2009; Wilkinson et al., 1998; Wilson et al., 2000) . Therefore it is important to understand how suprathreshold amplitude RF patterns are processed, and recent studies have confirmed that it does involve the integration of local feature information (Bell, Hancock, Kingdom, & Peirce, 2010; Bell & Kingdom, 2009 ). However, although Day and Loffler (2009) We use micro-patch-sampled RF patterns (see Fig. 1 ) to examine both threshold amplitude and suprathreshold amplitude RF shapes. Experiment 1 uses an appearance-based measure -the after-effect of RF amplitude resulting from adaptation (Bell & Kingdom, 2009 ) -applied to suprathreshold amplitude RFs, with the aim of examining the nature of the interactions between neighbouring orientation and position features. Experiment 1 shows that alternating the luminance polarity of the elements in the adaptor RF severely disrupts the after-effect induced in a single-polarity RF test, but when the adaptor elements are re-ordered to produce strings of same-polarity elements, the disruption is reduced in proportion to the length of the string. Experiment 2 aims to test whether the disruptive effects of luminance polarity alternation on RF processing generalized to threshold amplitudes measured using a performance-based task -RF detection. RF detection thresholds fall significantly as the number of consecutive elements of the same polarity increased. Thus both experiments show a disruptive effect of luminance polarity alternation, and suggest that orientation and position features are integrated into intermediate, more complex feature representations prior to encoding overall shape.
Methods

Participants
Six experienced psychophysical observers participated in the current study. Four were naïve as to the experimental aims, whilst observers J.B. and E.G. were authors. All had normal or correctedto-normal visual acuity. Participation was voluntary and unpaid.
Apparatus and stimuli
Stimuli were created using Matlab version 7.6, and loaded into the frame-store of a Cambridge Research Systems (CRS) ViSaGe video-graphics system. Stimuli were presented on a Sony Trinitron G400 monitor with a screen resolution of 768 Â 1024 pixels and a refresh rate of 100 Hz. Using this screen resolution in conjunction with a viewing distance of 115 cm resulted in each pixel on the screen subtending 1 0 of visual angle. The luminance of the monitor was calibrated using an Optical OP200-E (Head Model # 265). The mean luminance of the monitor was 50.4 cd/m 2 .
The adaptation and test stimuli were micro-patch-sampled Radial Frequency (RF) contours (see Fig. 1 ). The RF contours were created by modulating the radius of a circle using a sinusoidal function
where r is the radius and h the angle representing the polar coordinates of the contour, r mean is the average contour radius, A the amplitude of radius modulation (between 0 and 1), x the RF number (4 in this study) and u the angular phase (orientation) of the shape. In our study, the shape of the RF4 pattern was represented by 16 oriented micro-patches, four per modulation cycle. For an RF4, 16 is the desirable number of micro-patches as it allows a micro-patch to be positioned either at the locations where orientation changes maximally with amplitude, i.e. the zero-crossings of the modulation function, or where position changes maximally with amplitude, i.e. at the peaks and troughs of the waveform. Using this stimulus design, each micro-patch changes in only one characteristic, orientation or position, as amplitude is varied, since the eight micro-patches positioned at the zero-crossings vary only in orientation while the eight positioned at the peaks and troughs vary only in position.
The luminance profile perpendicular to the major axis of the micro-patches was a Gaussian envelope with sigma equal to 0.067°. Along the major axis of the micro-patches, the Gaussian envelope had the same sigma but was applied to the outer edge of a circular aperture in order to avoid any distortion of the shape of the luminance envelope as a function of orientation. Fig. 1 shows example RF4 contours and micro-patch components. The luminance contrast of each micro-patch was set to its maximum possible value (+1 for white and À1 for dark).
Procedure
RFAAEs (Exp. 1): A staircase procedure was employed to measure a Radial Frequency amplitude after-effect, or RFAAE, whereby the perceived amplitude of an RF pattern is shifted by adaptation in a direction away from that of the adaptation amplitude. The procedure was the same as that used by Bell and Kingdom (2009) . The adaptation period lasted 1 min, during which the angular phase and position of each RF adapting pattern was independently jittered every 500 ms. This was done to minimise systematic orientation and/or position adaptation relative to the test patterns. The adapting patterns were presented simultaneously 3°above and 3°below the fixation cross. The amplitudes (A in Eq. (1)) of the adapting patterns were 0.05 and 0.15, giving a geometric mean of 0.086. Each cycle of the test period began with a 400 ms blank screen, followed by the test pair for 500 ms (signalled by a tone), then a blank screen of 100 ms and finally 2 s top-up adaptation. The test pair were also presented simultaneously 3°above and 3°b elow the fixation cross and the observer was instructed to select whether the upper or lower test pattern appeared to be the more deformed from circularity (or the higher in amplitude [A in Eq.
(1)]). The angular phase of the test pair was randomly drawn on each trial with a random positional jitter then applied to each pattern individually. The amplitude ratio of the test patterns on the first test trial was set to a random number between 0.5 and 1.5 (upper divided by lower) but with geometric mean amplitude fixed at 0.086. Following each response (a key press) the computer adjusted the ratio of amplitudes in a direction opposite to that of the response, i.e. towards the point of subjective equality (PSE). For the first six trials, the ratio was adjusted by a factor of 1.12, and thereafter by a factor of 1.06. Each run was terminated after 25 trials and the PSE was calculated as the geometric mean ratio of test pattern amplitudes over the last 20 trials, which on average contained 6-10 reversals. Typically, six PSEs were measured for each condition. In half of the sessions, the high amplitude adapting pattern was in the upper visual field whereas in the other half of the sessions the lower amplitude adapting pattern was in the upper visual field. In addition, we measured the PSE in sessions containing no adaptation stimuli; these served as baselines with which to compare the size of the RFAAE with adaptation. The size of the after-effect calculated for each session was given by the log ratio of test amplitudes (corresponding to the lower and higher adapting amplitudes) at the PSE minus the same PSE value without adaptation. The mean and standard error (S.E.) of these values across sessions are the points shown in the graphs.
RF discrimination thresholds (Exp. 2): The threshold for detecting modulation in an RF4 contour was measured using a temporal two-interval forced choice procedure, in which the observer was required to choose the pattern that appeared most deformed from circularity. No feedback was given. The spatial location corresponding to the centre of each pattern was spatially jittered in any direction up to 0.25°about the centre of the screen. No fixation point was provided. The test and reference patterns appeared in random order for 160 ms with a 500 ms ISI. The reference pattern was always a smooth circle (A = 0 in Eq. (1) [see Fig. 1E ]) while the test pattern had some amount of radius modulation amplitude. The phase of modulation (shape orientation) was randomised on each trial. The method of constant stimuli (MOCS) was used to control stimulus presentation. A logistic function was fit to the data in order to obtain an estimate of the modulation amplitude corresponding to 75% accuracy.
Experiments
Experiment 1: RFAAEs with alternating-polarity strings
To determine whether there are intermediate stages involved in coding suprathreshold RFs we exploited the fact that local curvature processing is known to be luminance-polarity selective (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2006) . We manipulated the number of consecutive 'white' (positive luminance contrast) and 'dark' (negative luminance contrast) elements on the RF adapting pattern and measured the effect on the RFAAE. The adapting pattern was always represented by 16 elements, but the number of consecutive white elements was either: 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16 (e.g. see Fig. 1A -E). We also tested the luminance polarity selectivity of the RFAAE using an all dark adaptor. In all conditions the test pattern contained 16 white elements. If orientation and position cues directly code global shape, then the exact configuration of the white and dark elements should have no effect on the size of the RFAAE, since changing the ordering of the elements' polarities has no effect on the orientation and position information at each point, or the total number of elements of each polarity. However, if global shape mechanisms integrate neighbouring orientation and position features into intermediate, polarity-specific features prior to global shape integration, RFAAEs should increase with the number of consecutive same-polarity elements. Fig. 2 (grey columns) shows RFAAEs for five observers as a function of the number of consecutive same-polarity elements along the contour. White and black columns show RFAAEs for an all white (W) and all dark (D) adaptor respectively (in all conditions the test was all white). The bottom right panel in Fig. 2 shows the mean results for all observers in each condition. When the luminance polarity of the adaptor alternated every element (condition 1A) the RFAAE was completely absent. However, RFAAEs systematically increased with the number of consecutive elements of the same polarity, culminating in largest RFAAEs when adaptor and test were represented by all white elements (condition W). The increase across conditions is significant (F (4,16) = 16.78, p < .0001). Interestingly, RFAAEs did not plateau once the adaptors contained four consecutive elements, as one might expect if the intermediate stage is a simple curvature mechanism sensitive to a half cycle of modulation (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2007b , 2008 Hancock & Peirce, 2008) . Instead, RFAAEs continue to rise with number of consecutive same-polarity elements. Finally, when adaptor and test patterns were single-but-opposite polarity (adaptor all dark, test all white, condition D) there was less transfer than when adaptor and test were all white (condition W). We will return to this result in Section 4.
It is clear from these results that polarity alternation disrupts adaptation to the global shape of the RF pattern. This disruption cannot be explained by weak adaptation to dark elements, (remember the test was all white) because conditions involving 1, 2, 4 and 8 consecutive elements all have the same number of dark elements (8) and RFAAEs increase across these conditions. Fig. 3 shows data for four observers in a control condition in which all the dark elements were removed from the adaptor [see Fig. 3 inset] . This sub-sampled RF pattern yields a strong after-effect; therefore weak adaptation to the dark elements cannot explain our results. Instead the data suggest that optimal global shape adaptation occurs when neighbouring points are of the same luminance polarity, due to the fact that the orientation and position features are combined by intermediate-stage polarity-selective mechanisms.
Experiment 2: RF detection thresholds with alternating-polarity strings
The majority of the psychophysical literature involving RF patterns has employed performance tasks to measure amplitude thresholds, e.g. Dickinson, Almeida, Bell, & Badcock, 2010; Hess et al., 1999; Loffler et al., 2003; Mullen & Beaudot, 2002; Wilkinson et al., 1998) . Therefore it seems sensible to ask whether the disruption of suprathreshold RF pattern processing by polarity alternation occurs for threshold RF patterns. If polarity alternations do not disrupt the processing of threshold amplitude patterns then this would imply that the results of Experiment 1 are specific to the choice of stimuli (suprathreshold vs. threshold) and/or procedure (appearance vs. performance) rather than due to a general property of RF shape processing. Therefore we measured RF detection thresholds for the same set of stimuli (see Fig. 1D -F and Section 2). Fig. 4 shows modulation amplitude thresholds as a function of the number of consecutive same-polarity elements. As with Experiment 1, luminance polarity alternations disrupt the detection of the RF pattern. Apart from the unexpected first data point on the left (the alternating polarity condition), to which we shall return, (Fig. 1A) ; (2A) alternating in polarity every two elements (Fig. 1B) . White bars (labelled W) show RFAAEs for an all white adaptor and black bars (labelled D) for an all dark adaptor. In all cases the test was all white. Error bars here and in other figures throughout the paper show ±1 standard error (S.E.). The bottom right panel shows the average data across observers in each condition.
thresholds systematically decrease as the number of consecutive same-polarity elements increases. The decrease in thresholds across conditions is significant (F (4,12) = 20.31, p < .0001).
General discussion
The results of Experiments 1 and 2 show that for both suprathreshold RF patterns measured using an appearance task (Figs. 2 and 3) and threshold amplitude RF patterns measured using a performance task (Fig. 4) , polarity alternations disrupt the processing of RF shapes. The disruption is not consistent with the idea that position and orientation information is directly integrated by a global shape mechanism, because if this were true the precise configuration of polarities would not matter. Instead, the number of consecutive elements of the same polarity has a profound influence, suggesting that orientation and position information are combined into intermediate, polarity-selective features prior to global shape encoding. The fact that similar results were obtained under very different experimental protocols makes it unlikely that our findings are an artefact of stimulus or procedure.
Are the intermediate features local curves, i.e. half-cycles of the RF's modulation? We know that contour curvature mechanisms are selective for luminance polarity (Gheorghiu & Kingdom, 2006 , 2007a , so our results are consistent with curves being at least one of the intermediate features. The reader can appreciate the importance of local curvature by inspecting Fig. 1A-C . As more elements of a single luminance polarity appear in a chain (A-C), the shape takes on an increasingly curved appearance, despite the physical shape of each pattern being identical. Thus weak adaptation to a shape containing luminance polarity alternations (Fig. 1A) would seem to be consistent with weak curvature adaptation. The reduced sensitivity to modulation in polarity-alternating relative to single polarity RF patterns (Exp. 2, Fig. 4 ) is also consistent with poor sampling of curvature, assuming that optimal RF sensitivity is underpinned by the detection of a change in curvature, as our own research (Figs. 2 and 4) and others Habak et al., 2004; Loffler et al., 2003; Poirier & Wilson, 2007) suggests.
Yet local curvature cannot be the only intermediate feature involved. RFAAEs did not plateau with four consecutive luminance polarity elements (Fig. 2) , so optimal RF shape processing appears to involve the integration of intermediate features that extend Fig. 3 . RFAAEs for four observers in a control experiment in which the eight dark elements of the adapting pattern have been removed. All other aspects of the procedure are identical to those used to obtain RFAAEs in Fig. 2 . The inset of figure shows the appearance of the high amplitude adapting RF pattern. Fig. 4 . RF4 discrimination thresholds for four observers as a function of the number of elements along the path that are the same luminance polarity. The vertical axes plot the threshold as a proportion of the mean radius of the test pattern (set at 1°). The description of the conditions on the horizontal axes is the same as described in Fig. 2. beyond single curves. Current models of RF detection, e.g. Poirier and Wilson (2006) , assume that RF patterns are detected by integrating only points of maximum convex curvature. For representing suprathreshold amplitude shapes, points of maximum concave curvature appear also to be used (Bell, Hancock, et al., 2010) . The present results suggest that integration is not restricted to local curvature (concave or convex) but includes a series of intermediate shapes of varying complexity. This conclusion is consistent with recent neurophysiology: Connor (1999, 2001 ) have found neurons in macaque area V4 not only selective for curves with particular orientations, positions and degrees of curvature, but also selective for more complex contour configurations, for example contours containing more than one type of curve. Neurons with this type of selectivity have also been found in the posterior inferotemporal cortex (PIT) (Brincat & Connor, 2004 Yau, Pasupathy, Brincat, & Connor, 2010) .
One might be tempted to proffer an explanation for these results in terms of the ''association field'' advanced to account for results in path detection studies (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 1993) . The association field is a putative network of neural facilitation that enhances the signals from elements that form collinear or near-collinear contours. The argument might go that if collinear facilitation were polarity-specific the enhancement would be strongest amongst consecutive same-polarity elements in an RF contour. If one then supposed that only the signal-enhanced elements were input to contour-shape mechanisms, the results of the present study would be predicted. However, a number of considerations make an association-field explanation, at least as presently conceived, unlikely. First, alternating the luminance polarity of consecutive elements along the path in the path-detection paradigm has only a modest effect on performance (Field, Hayes, & Hess, 2000; Field et al., 1993) , whereas for the RF patterns here it is highly disruptive, even in the absence of any background clutter. Second, the association field is invoked as a mechanism for enhancing the detection of collinear or near-collinear strings set amongst clutter. Contour-shape mechanisms on the other hand exist to encode a wide range of curvatures including sharp angles, as well as more complex shapes such as those containing inflexions (Bell, Hancock, et al., 2010; Bell, Sampasivam, McGovern, & Kingdom, 2010; Motoyoshi & Kingdom, 2010; Pasupathy & Connor, 1999 , and it is a reasonable assumption that this rich variety of neural architecture is involved in encoding the curvatures and inflexions in the RF patterns used here. Thus whatever non-linearities are involved in combining signals from the elements of RF patterns into intermediate shapes (e.g. multiplication for curvaturesee Gheorghiu and Kingdom (2009) ), they likely subserve a much wider range of curvatures and shapes than does the association field.
The most likely explanation of the present results is that the shapes of RF patterns are encoded via a hierarchy of shape-sensitive mechanisms for which the intermediate stages are polarityselective. Of course ours is not the first study to suggest that features other than simple curves are involved in representing shapes. For example, recent research by some of us has shown that in addition to local curvature, the inflection points of a contour outline are used to encode shape (Bell, Hancock, et al., 2010; Bell, Sampasivam, et al., 2010) .
Studies of global form processing using Glass patterns (1969) have also reported weak integration of signal elements when successive dipoles are of opposite luminance polarity (Badcock, Clifford, & Khuu, 2005; Or, Khuu, & Hayes, 2007; Wilson, Switkes, & De Valois, 2004) , and current models of RF pattern processing (Poirier & Wilson, 2006 propose that the encoding of RF shapes (Wilkinson et al., 1998) and of Glass patterns (1969) involves a common first stage of orientation processing. However, psychophysical data show that RF patterns and Glass patterns are processed by independent global form mechanisms (Badcock, Almeida, & Dickinson, 2006) ; therefore both lines of research are important for understanding how global form is processed by the visual system.
Three further aspects of our data warrant discussion. The first relates to the lack of any adaptation transfer from an RF pattern defined by alternating white and dark elements to an all-white test (Fig. 2 condition 1A) . What is so striking about this result is that the RFAAE is not just reduced but completely abolished. Indeed, if the black elements are removed from the alternating-polarity adaptor, a level of RFAAE is restored (Fig. 3) , suggesting that the obliteration of the after-effect in the alternating condition is not due to undersampling of the adaptor by each of two, separate, polarity-specific mechanisms. Rather, the alternate black elements appear to suppress the RFAAE when the test is an all-white adaptor. This is consistent with the idea that the intermediate shape mechanisms combine inputs in such a way that inputs of opposite luminance polarity tend to cancel.
The finding that alternating polarity adaptors are ineffective for inducing shape after-effects in single-polarity tests must however be squared against the result when adaptor and test are both single but of opposite polarity. If the shape-phases of adaptor and test are fixed and equal, there is almost complete transfer of the RFAAE between opposite-polarity adaptors/tests [Figs. 2 and 4B (Bell & Kingdom, 2009)] . In other words global shape processing under these conditions is agnostic to luminance polarity. Moreover, this does not appear to be a result of any undue influence of local orientation adaptation, which is known to be polarity non-specific (Magnussen & Kurtenbach, 1979) , since the effect survives a change in RF radius when going from adaptor to test (Bell & Kingdom, 2009 ). There would thus appear to be an inconsistency between the results of the present study in which single-polarity random shape-phase RF shapes show polarity selectivity ( Fig. 2 black bars) , and the results of our previous study with single-polarity, fixed shape-phase RF shapes showing polarity non-selectivity. The discrepancy is resolved however if one posits that luminance polarity is critical when integrating local information to encode a global shape, but that once global shape is encoded, luminance polarity is discarded. Put more simply, with randomized-shape-phase adaptation, the full global shape, which includes its overall orientation, appears not to be encoded and as a result not all polarity information is discarded.
Finally, why in the second experiment were thresholds highest for the pair-alternating rather than single-alternating polarity condition (leftmost data points in Fig. 4) ? Inspection of the nearthreshold versions of these two conditions in Fig. 1B and A reveals that the pair-alternating condition seems to be the more disruptive. A speculative reason for this is that when going from the alternating to the pair-alternating condition the visual system switches from local orientation/position coding to curvature coding of the RF pattern, but because the curvature information provided by each pair is so impoverished, the resulting signal-to-noise ratio ends up being lower.
In summary, we have presented evidence that orientation and position features are not independently integrated to represent RF patterns, but are first combined into a hierarchy of intermediate shape features that are luminance-polarity selective.
